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Put Yourself in the Black for Good!!

Wheel Alignment - Faster, Easier, Better
It’s a tough, competitive market out there. With
fuel prices at record levels and interest rates on
the rise competition for the customer’s dollar in
the tyre industry has never been as fierce.
That’s why it is so important to invest in
workshop equipment that can not only speed
up work flow, but also increase customer
satisfaction. That’s where Corghi’s technology
can help get your business in the black, and keep
it there.
“Whilst there are many suppliers of wheel
aligners in the market, few are in the same
league as Italian made and designed Corghi
EXACT BLACKTECH,” says Andrew Cornwell,
General Manager, Corghi Equipment Australia.
“Corghi’s top-of-the-line wheel aligner, the
BLACKTECH has raised the bar yet again.
“The new EXACT BLACKTECH will allow
you to carry out wheel alignments faster, more
accurately and with greater ease than ever
before.”
The new EXACT BLACKTECH has several
features designed to make it one of the easiest to
use in the Australian market, a true revolution in
passive target wheel aligner technology.To ensure
accuracy every time, the EXACT BLACKTECH
uses real spatial measurement technology.
“Passive target wheel aligners currently
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considered the industry bench-mark, using
measuring targets which do not have any
electronic components, unlike ordinary CCD
or string sensors. The angles are measured by
cameras located well outside the operator’s
working area, making the system more reliable,”
explained Andrew.
The secret to the BLACKTECH’S accuracy
lies in the use of NIR (Near InfraRed) digital
technology. The EXACT BLACKTECH features
eight high-definition NIR cameras, using two
cameras for each target to ensure accuracy,
repeatability and a vast measuring range.
“When you combine the embedded Windows
XP operating system with the user friendly EXACT
PLUS alignment program and a databank of more
than 18,000 vehicles, it’s easy to understand why
the BLACKTECH provides a systematic operating
platform,” commented Andrew. “This means that
you can save precious time in the workshop,
turn cars around quicker and be assured that the
alignment is spot on every time.”
In addition to the user-friendly software the
BLACKTECH is backed up with some serious
processing power including Intel hardware,
256MB of RAM and high-speed USB connection.
Corghi has created a machine that is designed to
perform.

“When you include optional extras such as
the 19” LCD colour monitor, animated graphics,
Quick-fit wheel clamps, Corghi’s EXACT
BLACKTECH takes user friendly technology to
the next level,” remarked Andrew. “This machine
really makes wheel alignments easy, they just
don’t come any easier to use than this.
“Combine all of these state-of-the-art features
with Corghi’s unsurpassed level of Italian design
and manufacture and you not only have the
fastest and easiest wheel aligner, you also have
the best machine available in the market today,”
said Andrew.
“The EXACT BLACKTECH is simply faster,
easier and better,” he added.

